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ABSTRACT 
. In this thesis the s~ries expansioJl method is used to 
bbt·ain the moments and deflectio~s of an isosceles right 
. . ' 
triangul~r plate, bent by arbitrary ·transv.erse loads. The 
metho·O.:: is based op using an antisymmetric . load on a square 
. . . 
·plate. Two ~ound~ry conditions are solved and the numerical 
results obtained for · these cases are tabulated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the present day probl~ms of plates and shells 
with which the engineer is confronted lead to .a two 
dimensional linear partial differential equation which must 
satisfy ce"ttain bou;ndary contH tions. Exact solutions are 
available for only .. a few simple mathematical shapes, e.g., 
• circles, squares, el~ipses, etc. For those shapes of 
'particular importance such as triangles and rectangles for 
' 
which exaat solutions cannot be obtained, approximate 
solutions must be employed. One of the approximate methods 
which is most useful in solving plate problems is-Fourier 
series expansion. Timoshenko used the :t'ourier series 
expansion method to get the numerical value of almost all 
the plate problems throughout his book on the theory of 
plates and she~ls!(l) 
, . 
A flat plate is a basic structural element of modern 
en,gimeering structures. It may be . ·thought of as a two-
dimeAsional equivalent of the beam. The flat plate, in 
general, resists loads applied either transversely or 
axially, and i.t resists these by means of direct stresses, 
shear stresses, bending stresses, and torsional stresses. 
The complete derivation of equations for flat plates can be 
found in S. Timoshenko's book (1}. The equations are found 
to be linear partial differential equ~tions up to the fourth 
order. Timoshenko used Fourier series in solving most of the 
problems. 
In the following pages Fourier series expansion will 
be used to solve for deflections and ·bending moments of an 
isosceles right triangular plate with two kinds of boundary 
conditions under transverse load. 
*Nuabers ia parentheses refer to the biblip~nap~ 
1 
I I. REVIEW OF LITB:iATURE 
Triangular plates are used frequently in engineering 
works, such as the building of tanks, as bottom slabs of 
bunkers and silos, in large buildings, in delta and swept 
wings of aircraft and in the bottoms of ships. There are 
no general exact solutions for triangular plates of any 
shape which are subjected to lateral loads. 
2 
The general method of solving triangular plates consists 
of using approximate methods which depend on the particular 
case and the boundary conditions. S. Timoshenko solved the 
right triangular plate with simply supported edges by using 
the Navier equation to calculate the deflection and bending 
moment at any point on the plate (1). S. Woinowsky-Krieger 
(2), A. Nadai, (3) and B.G. Galerkin (4) solved the 
equilateral plate and right isosceles triangular plate which 
are simply supported on all sides and subject to arbitrary 
transverse loads. H.J. Fletcher used two methods for the 
solutions of problems of an isosceles right triangular plate 
bent by arbitrary transverse loads. One method made use of 
a concentrated diagonal load on a square plate. The other 
used an antisymmetric load on a square plate. A numerical 
solution was given for the case in which the hypotenuse is 
clamped and the legs are simply supported. A table was given 
indicating how to solve fifteen of the possible eighteen 
problems in which an edge is free, clamped or supported (5). 
B. D. Aggarwala had a paper concerning bending of an isotropic 
triangular plate subjected to concentrated loads. He considered 
an equilateral triangular plate with one edge clamped and 
with the other two edg~es' simply supported. The plate is 
subjected to a concen.trated load intensity P acti:ag at the 
cente~ of the triangular plate (6). Other information. 
concerning triangular plates can be found iB H. D. Convey's 
3 
'point matching met,hod, in which he analyzed. u:n.iformly loaded 
triangular plates with either clamped or simply supported 
~dges using, a special adaptation of the point-matchi~g 
techrtique. The functions satisfying the differential equations 
must also satisfy exactly the boundary conditions on one 
edge. Numerical results are tabulated for those three shapes 
(7). Also, D. E. Ordway.and C. Riparbelli presented an 
application of the method of equivalence to the deflection 
of a triangular plate. In the first part of this paper the 
general equations and procedure are worked out for 
I determini:ag the deflection of a thin delta plate under any 
given normal loading. In the second part the theory is 
developed and compared with experiments for a delta plate 
0 • . 
specimen with 45 sweep under uniform load (8). 
In the following pages of this thesis, two kinds of 
boundary conditioas for isosceles right triangular plates 
will be solved by trigonometric series. Numerical results 
optained from this method are tabulated. 
III. SMALL DEFLECTIONS OF LATERALLY LOAD~D PLATES 
In solving plate problems, it is found that the bending 
properties of a plate depend gr~atly on its thickness as 
compared to ita other dimension$. In this thesis, it is 
assumed that plates are thin and uBdergo small deflections. 
The following additional assumptions are made in deriving 
the differential equations for the laterally loaded thin 
plate. 
1. The material is homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic. 
Moreover loading is of such magnitude as to restrict the 
plate to the elastic range. 
2. The directioa of the load on a plate is normal to 
the surface of the plate. 
3. At the boundary it is assumed that the edges of the 
plate are free to move in the plane of the plate. 
The complete derivatiom of the differential equations 
caa be found in Timoshenko's book (1). Positive shears and 
momemts acting upon any differential element of the plate 
are as shown ia Figure 1. Moments are all indicated by right 
hand screw notatio•s. Positive deflectio• is in the same 
directiolt as the loading q. 
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I 0 +- 0 Q¥dy --y -a y 
M +~dy yx C3 y 
Figure 1. Element of plate with the applied load, shear 
and illoment 
Applyi~ Hooke'e law and the equations of equilibrium 
to the free body of the differential element leads to the 




- --ay Qx ( 3-1) 
C}My oi-1 Qx ( 3-2) -~-~« <YY 
c;,Qx ... ~ 




ciw Mxy • -Myx = D(l-u) ----<?xoy 
Mx = - D( a~ + u C:w ) ~ -oyt. 
t. ~ 
M -D(JZ!_ + u ~) y • ~Y2 ox' 
.,.. -iw a 4 w -8w + 
v w = ~ + 2 ail(;)yz. + CJy4 = 
MA : MXCOS~+ MysiR~-2 Mxysi.rco~ 
q = lateral load which is a fuactio:a 
y 
w = vertical deflection of any poiat 
u = Poisson's ratio Et3 
D • plate stiffness = 12(1-ui) 
t = the thick:aeos of the plate 
E: You•g's Modulus 








of x a:ad 
in the plate 
IV. SOLUTION OF ISOSCELES RIGHT TRIANGULAR PLATES 
In this thesis, isotropic isosceles right triangular 
thin plates of constant thickness subjected to lateral 
load with small deflections will be analyzed. _The main 
purpose is to find bending moments and deflections under 
different boundary conditions. For plates under lateral 
loading the differential equation for deflectionwill be (1) 
( 3-7) 
-~ 
The solution of this equation for an isosceles right 
triangular plate can be obtained from the solution for a 
square plate by loading a square plate so that the boundary 
conditions for the isosceles right triangular plate are 
satisfied. 
The solution of an isosceles right triangular plate 
can be obtained by choosing boundary condtions of a square 
plate which are symmetrical with respect to the diagonal 
7 
and loadings symmetrical or antisymmetrical with resnect to 
the diagonal of a square plate. This procedure is illustrated 
below. 
A square plate OABC, as shown in Figure 2, has boundary 
conditions which are symmetrical with respect to the diagonal 
AC. A uniformly distributed load antisymmetrical with respect 
to the diagonal AC is added: 
B T -- -- - -- - ----- ---------------·--1 





l I ~ 
• 0~ A X 
· a 
Figure 2. A square pl ate 
q(x,y): - q(a- y,a- x) 
where O~x+y~a 
These two loads produce a deflection of the square 
plate such that the diagonal AC becomes a nodal line. Thus 
the portion OAC of the squar e plate is in exactly the same 
condition as a simpl y su pported triangular pl a te OAC . 
If, on t he other hand , A square plate OABC , ha~ 
boundary conditions and loadings which are symmetrical with 
respect to the diagonal AC , i.e . , 
q(x,y):q(a-y,a- x) where O~x+-y~a 
8 
then, the deflection of the square plate is symmetrical with 
respect to the diagonal AC, also, the slope along the 
perpendicular to the diag~nal AC is zero, i.e., (~)ACcO. 
If one superimposes a concentrated load along the diagonal 
'·. 
so that the deflection along the diagonal is also zero, 
i.e., WAC= 0, then the diagonal AC of the square plate 
OABC satisfies the conditions of a clamped edge for both 
triangles ABC and OAC. 
In the following discussion, two sets of boundary 
conditions are selected as illustrations. Numerical 




CASE I ONE L EG C1Ar'lPED, HYPOTENUSE AND ONE LEG SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
The procedure for solving this case is as follows: 
(a) This case may be considered to be one-half of a 
square plate, as indicated in Figure 3 by dashed linea. If 
a load pis applied at a point A with coordinates3 ,'1., a 
fictitious load -pis applied at A', which is the image of 
the point A with respect to the line BC. These two loads 
produce a deflection of the square plate such that the 
diagonal .. BC becomes a nodal lifle. Thus the portion OBC of 
t he square plate is in exactly the same condition as a 
simply supported triangular plate OBC. 
y 
a 
B 1--- ·-- ·- 't ----·-ln 












0 1---···--··-----·- - - a --- ·------1 c 
Figure 3. Isosceles right triangular plate 
(b) Add an antisymmetrical bending momer:t with respect 
to the diagonal BC on the edges DB and BO, i.e., 
lVix ( y) x ... o== -My( a-y) y ... a 
such as shown in Figure 4. This antisymmetrical bending 
moment also produces deflections of the square plate such 
that the diagonal BC becomes a nodal line. 
Figure 4. Antisymmetrical bending moments acting along 
two eages of a square plate 
11 
(c) Combine conditions (a) and (b), by using the boundary 
condition of the clamped leg BO, and using the formulas listed 
in chapter III, deflections and bending moments at any point 
of the triaue;ular plate can easily be found. The following 
section is the numerical solution of this case. 
If a load p is applied at a point A with coordinates3, 
~in a simply supported square plate, a load -P is applied 
at A', where point A' is symmetrical to point A with respect 
to the diagonal BC as in Figure 3. From Timoshenko's book (1) 
4 pa2 C'O ,'><;> 1 [ . m1r 3. . . mrrt ( 1 )rn+n . m iflt \1o= ;:'2m ~ 2 ( z. . '2) s1n-s1n- - - Sln-lT D m=t n=-t m t-n a a a 
. n·rr~J . mrrx . nrrv s1n- s1n-s1n~ 
a a a 
(4-1) 
The loading is uniformly distributed over a square 
plate and is antisymmetrical with respect to the diagonal 
.BC, i.e., 
q("3,'1) = -q( a-'l, a-3) 
where (4-2) 
Substituting this uniform load q d'3 drt for p an.d 
integrating equatio:a (4-1) over the area of the triangle 
BCO, 
W 4a 
2 ~· ~ AJill) . mrrx . n;ry ( 4_3) 1 = ~ ..c. "- 7 ii )l SlJl -SJ.l:\ w .um:l n:1 ,m +ll a a 
where 
a a-1{ 
. ( J (~ ) [ · mlT} . R1Ttt_ ( l)m+n . mv'l . n""l~.ed Amn •) q ,,~ SJ.n a SJ.B-a- - - sJ.n-a-sJ.A~~J ~ 
(I 0 (4-4) 
by adding a bending moment along the edge BD 
12 
where Em is a coastaat which depe•ds o• each particular case. 
From Timoshenko's book (1) the deflection of the plate will 
be: 
a2 ct. E [ 1 m1r m1T y 1 
\¥2 • 4'tr!n~t if COShGlf(2tanh2COSh m1T'(a- ~) 
-mml - ~)si•h m-rr(l - ~)] + 1 (~coth¥ .. 
a. i! a sinh¥ 
y 1) -' y 1 ) ( y 1 >J} . mrrx sinh m1T(a - ~ - m"\a - ~ COSh m~ a - ~ SJ.ll-a-
(4-5) 
I• the same maaner, by adding a bending moment along the 
edge BO, i.e., 
M {y) = -M (a-y) 
x y y:a 
= -~E sin mrr( 1- l) 
m.::1 m a. (4-6) 
the deflection will be: 
[ IDlft hmTr . h ( X l) ( X 1 ) ( X ~ )Jf 1 ~ an ~cos m~ a- ~ - m~ a- ~ .sinh m~ a- ~ 1 
.sin mlr{l- l) 
a (4-7) 
The complete deflection of the triangular plate is 
ootained Dy summing up equations (4-3), (4-5) and (4-7), 
i.e., 
w • w1 ... wi .. w3 (4-8) 
to satisfy the boundary condit~ of the clamped edge BO, 
the following conditions must be satisfied: 
(4-9) 
where O~y1:.a 
From equation (4-3), the slope of the deflection along 
the edge x.o produced by a uniformly distributed load is: 
(4-10) 
13 
From equation (4-5), the moment ·M (X) ~E sin (~) y m=l m a 
distributed along the edge x:o produces a slope 
(owa, a < §!!{ 1 (mrr m1f ( y 1) ax) x-o= 4rrn..:: m 2tanh2. cosh ffi1f - - '-
- m::J cosh~ a -
y 1) . (Y 1)] 1 
- mTI{a - ~ Slnh mn a - ~ + m • 
sinh-; 
[ m~ m~ . (Y 1) (y 1) 2coth2Slnh mrr a - ~ - m~ a - ~ . 
(4-11) 
by using the following series, equation (4-11) can be much 
simplified as below. 
y 1) 4 00 n ffi1T • nrry 
cosh mn(- - ~ = - ~ ( z zcosh~sln---
a e:. 1T n:l ~ ... m +n J e:. a 
. h ( Y 1 ) 4 ~ n . hm1r . .Jury Sln m~- - ~ : - TT-~ T 2 2 ~Sln ~Sln---a e:. n.,~4 •.• \ m +n 1 e:. a 
y 1 y 1) 4 tx:> n 
m1T(-a- ~)cosh m1T(- - "' = - :2 -;--,. 
e:. a e:. IT h=~4 ... rn .,..n 
z. 2m . mn mw mw) . n1Ty (mL.,..nzslnh2- 2 cosh2 s1n~ 
y 1 y 1 4~""' n 






From equation (4-7) as oefore, the slope would be: 
-~]tanh~- 2]sin m~(l- l) mlT c. a (4-14) 
Now, by substituting equations(4-10), (4-13), (4-14) 
into (4-9), it becomes: 
1f I)C )n+l [( mr 2 ) mr n-rr 2 
+ sZi(-1 En coth ~-iii coth 2 + (tanh 2 - iii) 
tanh ~ - 2]sin n:y = 0 ( 4-15) 
if equation (4-15) establishes, the constants of all the 
terms sin nTt should be ~wro, then equation (4-15) becomes: 
C\. 
15 
4 00 2 ( l)n.f-1 (-l)n+l 2 < mAmn ~ - mnEm 8 [C co th~ - -nTT) 1f2;;1 (m~t-n~)2.'t Tfm;t (m:t+ nz)i + c. 
nrr ( n1T 2) niT J .., coth 2 + tanh 2 - n§ tanh ~ -2 En= 0 (4-16) 
From equations (4-3) and (4-4), if the loading is 
uniformly distributed over the triangular plate 
2 4 qa n ~n= m(nl'-Jli:z. hr·1 
2 
4 ~am Amn:: n{m -n:z. hr1 
when m:l,3,5 ••••• ; n:2,4,6 •.••. 
when m.2,4,6 ••••• ; n.1,3,5 ••••• 
When the values of Amn are substituted inio:equation 
(4-3), it becomes: 
. m1rx . 11vv ~ ~ me~n---a~n~ 
2 2: •( m' _: z. )( m;r_!a z. ) 2 ( 4-18) 
m=z,4.~··· n=l,:~.~ ... 
Now, by substituting equation into (4-16), and aaeuming 
6438! 
K • t f 1f4 , he . ollowing equation is obtained: 
1f [( a-rr 2 ) n1T :n.rr 2 Jl1T J ~ coth2 - nrr coth 2 +( tanh2 - ii) ta:ah2 -2 Ea 
where n. 1,3,5 ••.•••••. (4-19) 
-rr ( :m:rr 2) n1T ( nrt 2) nrr ~ [ coth2 - iTf coth 2 +. ta.Jth2 - iii tanh 2 -2JEn 
where ac 2,4,6 ••••••• ( 4-20) 
Substituti'ng the numerical value of the coefficients 
ia equations (4-19) aad (4-20), and by considering only the 
first ten coefficie:ats, m:l through m.lO, the followh1g 























-0. 0252E7-0 .0238E8-0.0220E9-0.6083E10• -0.000123K 
( 4-21) 
Solving the above ten sim~aneous equations, the values of 
Em can be obtained and are indicated in Table I. 
Table I 
Values of the coefficients of moments at clamped edge 
El E2 E3 E4 E5 
0.041213K -0.0186171< 0.002315K -0.0019801< 0.000583K 
E 
.6 E '_1_ E8 Eg ElO 
~o.ooo565K 0.000219K ~o.ooo242K 0.0001041< i-0.000124K 
Substituting the calculated values of the coefficients 
E1 through E10 into equation (4-6), the bending moments 
along the clamped edge of the triangular pl&te will be 




Bending moments of triangular pl ate al ong clamped edge 
'.L l Mx( qa2) .L Mx(qa2) .L Mx( qa2) I a l a a 
I l 
I 0 0 o. :35 - 0.032514 0. 70 - 0.011292 I 
1 0.05 - 0.010470 0.40 - 0 . 0:31090 0.75 -0.007956 
0.10 - 0 . 018992 0.45 - 0.028851 0 . 80 - 0 . 005157 
0.1 5 - 0 . 025055 0 . 50 - 0.025864 0.85 - 0 . 002910 
1 
f - 0.022:360 
I 
0. 20 - 0 . 029214 0 .55 0.90 - 0.001245 
i 
0. 25 - 0 . 0:31840 0 . 60 J- 0.018666 . 0.95 - 0 . 000315 
.I l I 
' ~ ~
' ~ 1 i ! 
-
~ -0. :30 0 .032895 !0 .65 0 0.014944 ' 1.00 ' l 
20 
The deflections and bending moments on the perpendicular 
bisector of the hypotenuse of the isoceles right triangular 
plate simply supported on all e.Qggs under constant lo~d q can 
be calculated by equation (4-18). These values were also 
obtained by·H.J. Flectcher (5) and are tabulated in Table III. 
Now, by substituting all the known values from Table I 
into equations (4-5) and (4-7), and combining the results 
with equation (4-18), the deflection on the perpendicular 
bisector of the hypotenuse of the isosceles right triangular 
plate with one leg clamped, the hypotenuse and the other leg 
simply supported will·be obtained. Values of moments are 
also tabulated in Table IV. 
Table III 
Deflections and moments of right triangular plate simply 
supported on all edges under constant load q ~ .o. 3) 
W1(qa
4/D) 2 Wlxy( qa2 /D' 2 2 !.:l Wlxx(qa /D) Mn( qa ~ Mt(qa ) 
a a 
I 
o.oo 0 0 ! 
.0.01914 -0.01340 0.0134C l I 
! 
I 
' 0.05 0.000046 -0.00189 I 0.01728 
-0.00965 0.01455 ! ! 
r f ! 
0.000167 I 1-0.00249 O.Ol58E 0.10 -0.00514 I 0.01311 
t 
l ! ~ 0.15 0.000327 -0.00864 
J 0.00848 0.00530 0.01717 ~ .~ ) 
' \ l 







0.25 -0.01385 I -o..ooo19 . 0.01813 O.Ol78t 
i 
o. 30 0.000658 -0.01478 -0.00339 0.02160r.Ol684 
I i I . 




I i I 
0.40 0.000486 ·-0.01152 -0.00550 t 0.01882 0.0111t 
0.45 i0.000269 -0.00692 -0.00387 0.01170 0.00629 
j ~ ~ 




Deflections and moments of right triangular plate with one 
leg clamped, hypotenuse and the other leg sim~ly supported. 
w ..o. 3) 
X-l 
,, W( qa4 /D) 2 wyy(qa2/D) 'II (qa2/D)! 2 Mt ( qa2)1 -= Wxx< qa /D) Mn(qa ) a a xy j 
I I 
0.00 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 
0.05 0.000010 0.00452 -0.00077 0.00724 I -0.00747 0.00249 
I 
0.10 0.000061 0.00286 -0.00243 0.00822 1 -0.00603 0.00557 
I 
0.15 I 0.000151 -0.00103 -0.00465 0.00678 \ -0.00106 0.008441 
I , 0.20 0.000261 -0.00544 -0.00692 0.00392 l 0.00527, 0.0107 
0.25 0.000360 -0.00908 -0.00865 0.00076 0.01100\ 0.01207\ I ; 
I 
I 
0.30 0.000419 -0.01165 -0.00961 -0.00216 0.01535 I 0.012311 
0.35 0.000414 -0.01248 -0.00924 -0.00408 0.01697 0.01126 
' 
! 
0.40 0.000337 -0.01140 -0.00735 -0.00465 0.01543 0.008921 I 
I I 0.45 0.000191 -0.00809 -0.00359 -0.00342 0.009981 0.005201 
f 
o. 50 I 0 -0.00233 0.00233 0 a l o I I 
I ! ' I 
CASE II ISOSCELES HIGHT TRIANGULAR PLATE WITH CLAMPED LEGS 
AND SIMPLY SUPPORTED HYPOTENUSE 
Procedures for solving this boundary condition are the 
same as the procedure for isosceles right triangular plate 
with one leg clamped, hypotenuee and the other leg simply 
supported except an extra pair of antieymmetrical bending 
moments in edges CD and CO with respected to the diagonal 
CB are necessary as shown in Figure 5. 
-M _/,/ / 










Figure 5.A .pair of antisymmetrical bending moments acting 
along the edges of a square plate. 
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The moment along edge CD can be represented, as before, 
by the trigonometric series 
~ mlfv M (y) = 2 1E sin~ . x m. m a 
the deflection of the plate caused by this moment will be: 
sinh m-rr(2 - __;)] i- 1 [~coth~.sinh m;r(~ - ;)-
a c. . n~.. m1T c. c.. a c. 
- ' S1 t'12 
( x 1) ( x 1 )·J} . mrry m~ a - ~ .cosh mrr a - ~ S1n ~ ( 4-22) 
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In the same manner, the bending moment along edge OC is 
My( x) : - ~ E sin mrr( 1- ~) 
m=l m a ( 4-23) 
The deflection of the plate will be: 
a 
2 
e>o E f 1 m1T m1f . y 1 1 w5= :I ~1~ [2 coth 2 s1nh m-rr(-- ~)-m7T(l- 1). 41T D m- m sinh~ a a 
cosh m1r( ~ - ~)]- 1 m [~tanh ~cosh m1T( l - ~)-
cosh-; a 
m1r( ~ - ~)sinh m'TT"( ~ - ~)]}sin m'!T( 1- ~) ( 4-24) 
Now, the complete deflection of the triangular plate 
is obtained by summing up expressions (4-3), (4-5), (4-7), 
(4-22) and (4-24), i.e., 
( 4-25) 
To satisfy the boundary conditions of the clamped edges 
BO and CO, the following conditione must be eatiefied. 
(-ow') 0 ~ x-o= 
aw' (~ )y.o= 0 (4-26) 
Equation (4-26) can be expressed an follows: 
n1T J coth2 -1 En• 0 
where n-1,3,5 •••.•• 
4 ch mA5 n 4- c:>o Jm~-1 ( mz •n. z. )t - rr 2. 11 msl,~·· 
where n:2,4,6 ••••••••••• 
( 4-27) 
mnE11 rr[( nn 2) ( - - 7 tanh~ - ~ • mz +nz )' 't c:. ..... 
(4-28) 
if the loading is uniforml~ distributed over the triangular 
plate, by assuming K- 64q~, as before, equations (4-27), 
1r (4-28) become 
lf[( cothn~ - n~) coth~ -1] E0 + 
K <><> m2 
n ltl~+··(m2-n~J (mz-ton2 J<!. 0 
25 
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where n=l,3,5 ••••••••• ( 4-29) 
[( n rr 2) mr J 16 ~ mnEm _ rr tanh-z - iiiT tanhr -1 En+ rr , ( .a J. );;z 
m=t ~ ;- .. m 1-n 
/ 0 
1 
------------- c 0 
? 2..) 2. z. 2 (n -m (m .n ) 
where n=2,4,6 ••••••••••• ( 4-30) 
Substituting the numerical values of the coefficients 
in equations (4-29), and (4-30), and by considering only the 
first ten coefficients, m=l through m•lO the following 





















• -0.000123K ( 4-31) 
Solving the aoove ten eimultaneous equatione, the valuee of Em 
can be obtained and are indicated in Table V. 
Table V 
Values of the coeffi~ients of moments at clamped edgee. 
E 1 E 2 E 3 E4 E 5 
0.034001K ·-O.Ol0691K -0.002683K 0.000974K -0.001354K 
E 6 E7 E8 E9 ElO 
0.000749K -0.000705K 0.000449K -0~000405K 0.000286K 
Substituting the calcula.ted values of the coefficients 
E1 through E10 into equations (4-6) and (4-23), the bending 
moments along the clamped edges of the triangular plate are 




Bending moments of triangular plate along clamped edges 
y on r 
I 
y xon Mx 
y on IM 
- x~o : .M - -o 
- x-o 
a ' x { qa2) a 2 a X 2 
x on x on 
( qa ) 
X on ( qa ) 
- y .... o My -y-o M - y~o My a a y a I 
0 0 0.35 -0.026626 0.70 -0.010994 
0.05 -0.002318 0.40 -0.026706 0.75 -0.007990 
I 
0.10 -0.007009 0.45 -0.025416 0.80 -0.005177 
0.15 -0.013364 o. 50 -0.023410 0.85 -0.002798 
0.20 -0.018925 0.55 -0.020933 0.90 -0.001252 
0.25 -0.022647 0.60 -0.017820 0.95 -0.000462 
o. 30 -0.025125 0.65 -0.014319 1.00 0 
-
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Now, by substituting all the known values from Table I 
and Table V into equations (4-5), (4-7), (4-22) and (4-24) 
and combining the resu~ts with equation (4-18) by using 
equation (4-25), the deflection of the perpendicular bisector 
of the hypotenuse of the isosceles right triangular plate 
with clamped legs and simply supported hypotenuse will be 
obtained. Values of moments are also tabulated in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
Deflections and moments of r ight t r i angul ar plate wi t h 
clamped l egs and simpl y suppor t ed hypotenuse (~=0.3) 
I 1 
~-l W' {qa4/D) w~x 2 W' {qa2/D) I M {qa2) I Mt (qa2) a a W' {qa /D) xy n 
yy 
p.oo 0 0 ) I 0 0 0 
! 
p.05 0 . 000002 0.00117 t 0 . 00313 - 0 . 00373 -0.00066 




p .15 0.000077 - 0.00109 I 0 . 00606 - 0 . 00282 0.00566 I I ! 
! 
p . 20 0 . 000154 - 0.00387 0.00429 0 . 00197 o.oo8lo I 
~. 25 I 0 . 000 233 - 0 . 00647 0 . 00186 I 0 . 00709 0 . 00972 
l 
p . 30 0.000290 - 0 . 00843 
\ 
: - 0 . 00088 0 . 01159 0 . 01035 
p.35 0.000299 . ~0.-00907 - 0.00291 o . 01 382 I 0 . 00975 
p .40 0 . 000252 - 0.00812 - 0 . 00379 0 . 01 320 0.00790 
p.45 0 . 000145 - 0 . 00520 - 0 . 00297 0 . 00883 0 . 00468 
p.5o 0 0 0 0 0 
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By comparing the results of the above three different 
kinds of boundary conditions, as in Table III, Table IV and 
Table VII, the deflections are shown in Figure 6, moments 
are shown in Figure 7 and Fib~re 8. Also, moments of the 
clamped edges are compared as shown in Figure 9. 
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I one leg clamped 
. 0007 lf=~a4 /D ~----.. --..... __  
_ _____ _.._j 
z 
two lege clamped 
w•. rqa4 /D 
Figure 6. Deflectione along the per pendicular bieector 





.simply supported edges 
M ' 2 n•ce qa 
·one leg clamped 
Mn= ~· qa2 . -0.01 
t:wo legs clamped 





Figure 7. Bending momenta along the perpendicular bisector 
of the hypotenuse of the triangular plate with 





simply supported edges 
Mtacc"qa2 
one leg clamped 
Mt·~"qa2 
two legs clamped 
Mt= o"qa2 
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Figure 8. Bending moments along the perpendicular bisector 
of the hypotenuse of the triangular plate with 
various boundary conditions 
-0.04 



















one leg clamped 
.• 2 
M.x= f3 qa 
tw.o lege clamped 
.........._ .,. 2 





~:,= -0.0330 ' 
I \ ; \ 
I I ., " 
. ~ =· -0.026~, 






/ y.0.310a ____ ~Y·~·395a 
L,_ ____ ___::::::....L_.J...:::_ __ ___: _______ ~------ y 
0.1 0.2 0~~ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 .7 0. 8 0 .9 1.0 
Figure 9. Bending momente along clamped edgee 
V. DISCUSS~ON 
To find t he value of the coefficients Em' theoretically 
one has to consider an infinit'e number of coefficients and 
' thus solve- an infinite number of simultaneous equations. In 
this thesis, it is considered ac6urate enough to use only 
tne first ten coefficients and solve for .•the ten unknowns 
E1 through E10• 
The difference between considering only the first ten 
coefficients and .. _,the infinite coefficients is quite small. 
As it can be seen, by considering only the first four 
coefficients in equation (4-21) and the first five 
coefficients in equation (4-31), the results, which are 
tabulated in Table VIII and Table IX, ~re . almost the same 
as those obtained with ten coefficients. 
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The results from both Case 1 and Case 2 of this thesis 
can be used to design those isosceles right triangular pla tes 
which fit the above boundary conditions. As it can be seen, 
when the nume~ical values of the uniformly distributed load, 
. . 
the thickness of the plate and the Young's modulus are known, 
the corresponding deflections and bending moments a t any 
point of the triangular plates can be found from equations 




Values of the coefficients of moments at clamned edee by 
considering only the first four coefficients in ex~ression 
(4-21) 
I I ' ! m 1 2 : 3 I 4 I 
1-E-' m-+-o-.-04_1_2_0_6_K-+---o-.-0-l8_6_2_9,K I 0. 00 2 300K 1-o. 00199 5K 
l 
Table IX 
Values of the coefficient of moments at clamped edges 
by conside~ing only the first five coefficients in 
expression ~4-)1) 
~~--~--------~------------~,~----------~,-------·-----~--------~ 
jm 1 2 I 3 ~ 4 I 5 
-0.010690K ! I 
-0.002749K I 0.001010K I-0.001466K I 
VI. CONCLUSION 
.From the results obtained in this thesis, the following 
conclusions were observed: 
1. In the case of symmetry the maximum deflection of an 
isosceles right triangti.lar plate simply supported on all 
edges under constant load q or simply supported hypotenuse 
and clamped legs under constant load q occurs in the 
perpendicular bisector of the hypotenuse of the plate, 
that is: 
In a simply supnorted triangular plate 
. 4 Wlmax ~ 0.000660 qa /D where x•y•0.310a 
In trian~ular plate with clamped legs and simply 
supported hypotenuse 
W' - 0.000305 qa4/n max where x=y=0.335a 
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2. From H. J. Fletcher's work (5) the maximum deflection 
of an isosceles right trian~ular plate clamped along the 
diagonal and simply supported on the edges is 
Wmax - 0.000370 qa4/D where x•y•0.255a 
3. Because of unsymmetry the maximum deflection of an 
isosceles right triangular plate with one leg clamped, 
hypotenuse and the other leg simply supported does not occur 
on the perpendicular bisector of the hypotenuse of the plate. 
The largest deflection in the perpendicular bisector of the 
hypotenuse is 
W · · 0.00042? qa4/D where x•y•0.325a 
1 1 4. Becauee of symmetry, ~ =- -or or W .w both on- the 
'X '1 XX yy 
perpendicular bise9tor of the hypotenuse of an ieosceles 
right triangular plate simply supported ~n all edges and an 
ieoeceles right triangular plate wi ch a simply supported 
hypotenuse and 




The principal planes are ·in the n and t directions in 
these cases. By comparing Figure 7 and Figure 8 , the 
j 
largest moment of the triangular pla te in the perpendicular 
bisector ·of the h~potenuse should be: 
Itl a simply supported triangular plate 
where x•y•0.325a 
this is also the maximum moment in the above vlate . 
In a triangular plate with clamped legs and simply 
supported hypotenuse 
where x•y• 0 .370a 
Also, by comparing Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
the maximum momen t in an isosceles right triangular plate 
' with one leg clamped, hypotenuse and the other leg simply 
sup9orted is on the clamped edge, i.e., 
40 
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N :(M ) = -0.03155 qal max x max where x=y=-0.5a 
·5. By compCl;ring Figure 7 and Figure 8 the bending moments 
on tne perpendicular bisector of the hypoter1use on an 
isosceles right t.riangula.r plate with a simply supported 
hypotenuse and clamped legs and an isosceles right triangular 
plate with one leg clamped, hypotenuse and the other leg 
simply supported are aporoximately equal, but the difference 
of the bending moments between both the above two plates and 
the simply supported plate is large, especially near the 
right angle of the triangular plate. 
6. From Figure 9, the bending moments along the clamped 
edge between an isosceles right triangular plate simply 
supported hypotenuse and clamped legs and an isoscele~ 
right triangular plate with one leg clamped, hypotenuse and 
tne other leB simply supported are also apnroximately equal. 
42 
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